Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) Project Template

*Urologic Nursing* defines an EBP Project as a manuscript that explores the state of the science related to a urologic clinical issue/concern/problem through critical thinking and systematic and careful analysis of current research literature in an effort to improve healthcare practices and outcomes. Findings, implications (possible interventions), and recommendations for urologic nursing practice are included.

Components to be included:

**Background of the Problem**

**PICOT Question** (PICOT: Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Time Frame)

**Definition of Concepts**

**Literature Search Methods**

**Critical Appraisal of Literature**

The type of critical appraisal tool to evaluate studies should be included; results of critical appraisal for each study are presented in a summary of studies table that includes author/year, sample, level of evidence, instruments, interventions, findings and conclusions.

**Synthesis of the Literature**

What themes emerge from the appraisal of articles?

**Outcome**

**Conclusion**